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----JOYFUN SD GUNDAM ONLINE----



SD GUNDAM STRATEGY GUIDE FOR PLAYERS VERSION 0.5 (THERE GONNA BE MORE UPDATE SOON. PLEASE WAIT FOR THE UPDATE.)



By Kiriha from S31 Trembling World PGM When Made: Wednesday, 4th March 2015



History Update: Version 0.1 – Initial release for the guide Version 0.2 – Added more info and guide such as Arena, Maxing Stats, VIP GIFT PACK, change the notepad format into PDF Version 0.3 – Added picture to the guide in some section/added Arena info/added Tips for beginning of the game and more info for Evolution chamber and Mining. Version 0.4 – Added the Garage, Tips, Advance, Capsules machine info and updates the FAQ. Version 0.5 – Added the Corp Tournaments information info this guide and will release it in the forum.
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Dear Players, If you have any comments, question, corrections, or any other things that i done wrong or forgot to give certain info and tips, you can add it to this strategy guide or inform me in the thread where I post this guide or just PM me in forum.



This strategy guide that i made was based on the experience from playing this game for many months and compilation of guide that i read from the forum, websites and also get some advice/tips from other players that played this game for long time. So i made this just for fun, and have free time to do it and take no credit for it since this guide was for helping all players that want to know about this game.



About This Game This browser game was based on the Gundam series, more specifically from Gundam Seed/Seed Destiny series. But the Gundam in the game it also have from other series as well such as Gundam 00, Gundam Zeta, Gundam ZZ, Gundam Wing and more from other series as well. Basically it is 2D Strategy games that involve Gundam.
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A - 1. GUNDAM ATTRIBUTES The Gundams have three attributes that you need to know. And this attributes have advantages against is each other. It‟s like a rock paper scissor game that you play at home. There are Ammo, Laser, and Particle type.



e.g.: AMMO



---adv--->PARTICLE



---adv--->LASER



---adv--->AMMO



Note: Adv= Have advantages against If you KNOW how to use the attributes of the gundam well it may help you battle against other players later on.
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A - 2. GRADES OF THE GUNDAM Just like SD Gundam game, the Gundams also have its own grade. it grade start from lowest Grade, Grade C then B,A,S until Grade SS which is higher. The higher the grade, the more good the gundam you have in your possession. Grade C Gundam:



1. Soldier GINN 2. Sieging Dagger I 3. Regular GINN 4. Regular DINN 5. Regular BuCue 6. Green Astray Grade B Gundam:



1. Elite BuCue 2. Rapid Assault Blitz 3. Valiant Duel I 4. Sword Strike I 5. Sieging Dagger II 6. Elite GINN 7. Officer GINN 8. Blue Astray 9. Light Gun Aegis I 10. Magnetic Duel I 11. Air Battle Strike I 12. Interfering Tempest I 13. Elite DINN 14. Cannon Strike I
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Grade A Gundam:



1. Air Battle Strike II 2. Calamity Gundam 3. Cannon Strike II 4. Captain DINN 5. Captain GINN 6. Exia 7. Forbidden Gundam 8. G00hN 9. Giant Cannon Strike 10. Giant Sword Strike 11. Interfering Tempest II 12. Leader GINN 13. Light Gun Aegis II 14. Magnet Duel II 15. Magnetic Duel 16. Mass Produced Zaku II 17. Ragou 18. Raider Gundam 19. Rapid Assault Blitz II 20. Red Astray 21. RX 78-1 22. RX 78-3 23. Sieging Dagger III 24. Skygrasper 25. Sword Strike II 26. Valiant Duel II 27. Valiant Duel II 28. ZnO
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Grade S Gundam:



1.



Advanced Zaku



20. Justice Gundam



2.



Air Battle Impulse



21. Light Gun Aegis III



3.



Air Battle Strike III



22. Magnetic Duel III



4.



Air Battle Skygrasper



23. NT-1 Alex



5.



Astray Ikutachi



24. Quantum Calamity



6.



Cannon Skygrasper



25. Quantum Forbidden



7.



Cannon Strike III



26. Quantum Raider



8.



Captain Zaku III



27. Rapid Assault Blitz III



9.



Char Rick Dom (New)



28. RX78-2



10. Char Warrior



29. Super Calamity



11. Char Zaku II



30. Super Forbidden



12. Empty Freedom



31. Super Raider



13. Empty Justice



32. Sword Skygrasper



14. Exia



33. Sword Strike III



15. Ez8



34. Ultimate Cannon Strike



16. Freedom Gundam



35. Ultimate Sword Strike



17. GP01



36. Valiant Duel III



18. GP03S



37. Wing Gundam



19. Interfering Tempest III
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Grade SS Gundam:



1. 00



21. Neue Ziel



2. 00 Raiser



22. Nightingale



3. 00 Quanta/QanT



23. Plutone Providence



4. Akatsuki



24. Providence



5. AMX-004 Qubeley



25. Queen Mantha



6. AMX-004 Qubeley 2



26. RX-93 Nu Gundam



7. Chaos Freedom



27. RX-93 Hi-Nu Gundam



8. Chaos Justice



28. Saviour Gundam/ Burning Gundam



9. Comet Freedom



29. Sazabi



10. Comet Justice



30. Sinanju



11. Destiny



31. Strike Freedom



12. Destiny Impulse



32. Ultimate Calamity



13. FreedomMem



33. Ultimate Forbidden



14. Full Armor Strike



34. Ultimate Raider



15. Full Armor Skygrasper



35. Unicorn Gundam



16. GP03D



36. Unicorn Gundam (Destroy Mode) NEW



17. Unlimited Justice



37. Wing Zero Custom



18. JusticeMem



38. Zeong



19. Meteor Freedom



39. Zeta Gundam



20. Meteor Justice



40. ZZ Gundam



For more info about the Gundam, you can visit this websites created by Aeridos from S28 about the SD Gundam Online http://aeridosgaming.wix.com/sd-gundam-online
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A - 3. How to obtain Gundam There are 7 ways of obtaining the Gundam:



a) Using Friendship Points on Capsules -by doing challenges with friends -by clicking silver coins icon next to your friends name -Friends points gives only A, B, C Gundam



b) Using Gold on Capsules -Getting gold from mines or Workshop -Gold can get you SS, S, A and B Gundam



c) From Instances -All instance drop certain Gundam



d) Corp Evolution Chamber -You can use Gundam that you get using gold in Capsule Machine to be Evolve to better Gundam by need 3 Gold Icon Gundam for Evolve.



e) Morgenroete - You can buy certain Gundam from A to SS in this facility based on your Honor Rank. The higher your rank the more power Gundam you can buy.



The Gundam that sell in Morgenroete are: A Giant Sword Strike  A Giant Cannon Strike  S Ultimate Sword Strike
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 S Ultimate Cannon Strike  SS Chaos Freedom  SS Chaos Justice f) SD Gundam VIP Gift Pack You also can get S or SS rank Gundams through VIP Gift packs. You will need to spend enough money to be VIP, and buy the Gift Packs in Shop that contains certain Gundam.



VIP 1: Rank S Cannon Strike III



VIP 4 II: Rank S Char Zaku



VIP 5 II: Rank S Char Warrior



VIP 6: Rank S Advanced Zaku



VIP 7: Rank S Astray Ikutachi



VIP 8: Rank S Gundam GP01



VIP 10: Rank SS Strike Freedom



VIP 11: Rank SS RX-93v Gundam



VIP 12: Rank SS Sazabi



(Thanks to Ariya in forum who post the picture of higher VIP Pack in forum)
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g) Monthly Events



Every month, the game offers reward to get better Gundams. You can get it by collecting fragments from Zodiac Box from every monthly events.



A - 4. Pilot & Stats/ Office Admin Centre For the pilots, you can obtain it buy getting it from officer school. As you level up, you can get 6 pilots at every 2 hours. Just like the Grade of the Gundam, pilots also have its own Grade/Ranks. Beside that your Gundam need its specific pilot for it to receive the bonus stats.



The better the rank of your pilot, the better the stats. The easiest way to get SS pilot for now is buy winning the tourney and receive the winner badge to be exchange. Before this we using appoint system where only 1 member will receive the SS Reward but after the updates, all members now can exchange the number of winner badge for pilot in corps exchange reward.



For the pilot it has three stats that need to be upgrade:



Fight-----> effect the melee attack & defense Shoot-----> effect the range attack & defense Speed-----> effect the speed, critical & dodge



For the stats, it is very important to upgrade your pilots stats. This will help a lot to increase your Gundam Battle Power. To increase the stats of the pilot you can use wisdom or Gold to increase the pilot stats.
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There are 4 resets together:



Wisdom reset –The higher admin building level, more wisdom will be used. Intermediate: 4 Gold Advance: 20 Gold Platinum: 100 Gold



Stats that will be reset is ranged on the use of wisdom or gold: -20 +5 using wisdom -15 +5 using 4 gold -10 +5 using 20 gold -5 +5 using 100 gold (Thanks/credited to davegilpin (Kagali S10) for this info in forum thread)
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A - 4.1 Strategy on Reset Pilot Stats To Full There are 3 ways to reset max pilot. First one is maxing one stat first then the other 2 stat next. Second is to max 2 stats together, and the next one is 3 stats together. I’m going to put CHIRICO MAX STATS EXPLANATIONS here which already post it in thread. STRATEGY 1 a) Maxing 1 stats at the time Requirements: A lot of wisdom, Patience, Any level Officer Admin 1st step is to max 1 of the desired stat most preferable is the stat the gundam needs i.e. (shoot=range and fight=melee) 2nd step you need to follow a certain rule in max the 2nd stat and make sure you follow it every time. Rule 1: Your tolerance in lowering 1st max stat is 10 i.e. the full stat limit is 100 this means the lowest allowed decrease of 1st max stat is 90. Rule 2: When max 2nd stat you always want it to go up never down. Example: Previous



New



Fight=160 +100



Fight=160 +98



Shoot=100 +1



Shoot=100 -0



Agility=90 +3



Agility=90 +5



1st max stat = Primary stat 2nd max stat = Secondary stat
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3rd step once you have hit the tolerance limit i.e (90) what you want to do now is to get the Primary stat back up to its full stat i.e (100). But you also want to increase the Secondary stat or equal to it at least. Example:



Previous



New



Fight=160 +93



Fight=160 +95



Shoot=100 +5



Shoot=100 -0



Agility=90 +50



Agility=90 +51



4th step make sure that you have recovered Primary stat to its full then you can do it over again from step 2. Reminders: Any chance you got Primary stat to not decrease and Secondary stat to increase take it. More long as you don‟t go less than the tolerance limit established and the Secondary stat increase take it. If you got both Primary stat and Secondary stat to increase take it (this applies when you are trying to recover Primary stat).
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STRATEGY 2 b) Max 2 stats at a time. Now on to the 2nd Strategy this off for 40s-60s level and up possible (and beyond after following this guide). Well you can do it to as early as you start but it will be harder. We know that Officer Admin level dictates on how high you can get a plus stat. Now we are going to use this as our advantage. Example: Level 60 officer admin max reset attribute stats +140 1st follow the method of max the stats on Strategy 1 2nd make sure that you have chosen main pilots that you want to have max stats. What I mean here is the pilot you are going to use in boss war, arena and tourney. 3rd once you have followed and made pilots of your choosing have their 2 max stats do not level your Officer Admin i.e.(Admin level is 60 and your level is 80). 4th you only have to increase the admin level to one i.e (admin level is 60 you can level it up to 61) 5th after leveling the Officer Admin go and max the stats of all your pilots. 6th repeat 4th to 5th after maxing all of you pilots.



You may ask why do this because I can plus up my stats while leveling? My answers to that is to make it easier to get the max current stat depending on the Officer Admin level and this way you can use less wisdom than leveling officer admin while you‟re account is leveling. This is because wisdom used increases the higher the level of your officer admin. And this makes sure that all of your pilots will always have current max stats.
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STRATEGY 3 Maxing 3 stats this is after maxing 2 stats Basically it has the same principles and rules as the Strategy#1 with some minor changes in the rules. Tolerance limit is 10 i.e. (100 full stat tolerance is 90) When max 3rd stat you always want it to go up never down.



Example: Previous



New



Fight=160 +100



Fight=160 +98



Shoot=100 +100



Shoot=100 +95



Agility=90 +1



Agility=90 +5



The example above is the best case scenario for you



After getting the 3rd stat up you want to recover both of the 1st and 2nd max stat up to full, to not change or with in limit. You will encounter getting the 3rd stat up but Primary stat and Secondary stat goes beyond the tolerance limit this will test your patience. You have the same reminders as Strategy #1 but keep in mind that you have 2 stats to watch now. Hope this guide can help out. You can ask any questions about this guide i will reply to my best capabilities. NOTE: All above strategy of Max Stats was a taken from the thread „Maxing Pilot Stats‟ in forum. Maxing Stats for Pilots (THREAD POST BY CHIRICO) http://forums.joyfun.com/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=8700&fromuid=1118388
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A - 5.Talents Talent is something that you can put into the pilot to increase the Gundam Stats. There are 10 levels for each talents and it can be upgrade by using wisdom. You can extract the talents from other pilot which cost you 200G For the exchange, it will not extract the old talent or using gold but it will forget the old talent and learn new talent (same as Pokémon tech learning) There are 18 talents that can be found in this game:-



Skill



Effect



Level Level Level Level Level Level Level Level Level Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



Ballistic



When enemy's attribute is live ammunition, increase damage by x%



2



4



6



8



10



14



18



24



30



40



Beheading



Fight increased by x%



1



2



3



4



5



7



9



12



15



20



Berserk



Increase critical hit damage by x%



5



10



12



20



25



35



45



60



75



100



Bosozoku



When our side Gundam's HP is less than 50%, damage increased by x%



2



4



6



8



10



14



18



24



30



40



Clarity



Decrease stun chance by X.



5



10



15



20



25



35



45



60



75



100



Comprehension SP received increased by X after hitting enemy.



1



2



3



4



5



7



9



12



15



20



Excitement



1



2



3



4



5



7



9



10



15



20



Receive X SP after being
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hit by enemy Hot Shot



When enemy's attribute is laser, increase damage by x%



2



4



6



8



10



14



18



24



30



40



Hunt Down



When enemy HP is less than 50%, damage increased by x%



2



4



6



8



10



14



18



24



30



40



Inspire



Gains X SP after killing enemy.



5



10



15



20



25



30



35



40



45



50



Interference



Skill attack reduces enemy 1 SP by X.



2



3



4



5



7



9



12



15



20



Knowledge



Increase Agility by X%



1



2



3



4



5



7



9



12



15



20



Particle



When enemy's attribute is particle, increase damage by x%



2



4



6



8



10



14



18



24



30



40



Penetrate



Attack ignore % of enemy's defense.



2



4



6



8



10



14



18



24



30



40



Rigid



Reduce non-tech damage received.



2



4



6



8



10



14



18



24



30



40



Sniper



Shoot increase by x%



1



2



3



4



5



7



9



12



15



20



Tenacity



Decreases Gundam



8



16



24



32



40



48



56



64



72



80



4



6



8



10



14



18



24



30



40



chances of receiving critical hit by X% Toughness



Increase non-tech damage 2 by x%
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Cost for Pilot Talents for each Upgrade based on level: Level 2 Talent Upgrade: 100 Wisdom Level 3 Talent Upgrade: 500 Wisdom Level 4 Talent Upgrade: 1000 Wisdom Level 5 Talent Upgrade: 2000 Wisdom Level 6 Talent Upgrade: 3000 Wisdom Level 7 Talent Upgrade: 5000 Wisdom Level 8 Talent Upgrade: 10000 Wisdom Level 9 Talent Upgrade: 20000 Wisdom Level10 Talent Upgrade: 50000 Wisdom







The slot for talent for each rank of the pilot is different. 1. C and B have 2 talent slot 2. A and S have 3 talent slot 3. SS have 4 talent slot



A - 6. Mining Mines are divided into C, B, A, S, and SS Ranks Mines. To plunder the mines, you will need to setup the correct Gundam mobile suit rank units with same rank or lower of the pilot with the Gundam ranks. You can highlight the mines to see their produce resource information, and whether or not they still plundered by other players. The mine units cannot used by Gundam pilots with ranks higher than the mine and it must be the same rank or lower but the Gundam use must be same with mine ranks. For example, C mines require C ranked mobile suits with C ranked pilots. B mines require B ranked mobile suits with B ranked pilots or lower and so on. Plundering the mines over time gives you resources such as Silver, Wisdom, Vitality Points, and also Gold (High output Mines only for lv40-60/all mines give gold in lv 61-80 and above). If you are in a Corp, you will also gain Corps Asset, Feat and Contributions.
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Mine Battle according to Level: The mines are divided into 6 different area based on level which are 20 levels apart for each of them. For inspire, it will increase for each group. Group 1: Level 21-40 Group 2: Level 41-60 Group 3: Level 61-80 Group 4: Level 81-100 Group 5: Level 101-120



C mine has a total of 16 mines with 4 high output and 12 low output mines. C mine control lasts 8 hours. B mine has a total of 16 mines with 4 high output and 12 low output mines. B mine control lasts 8 hours. A mine has a total of 9 mines with 1 high output and 8 low output mines. A mine control lasts 8 hours. S mine has a total of 3 mines with 1 high output and 2 low output mines. S mine control lasts 12 hours. SS mine has a single high output mine. SS mine control lasts 12 hours. Note: For level 80 and above you will see the mines have 2 pages, so it means everything I said above except the mines time control will become double/ multiply by 2.
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Mine Battle Strategy I‟m taken this from gamelytic.com which already been explained in that websites about Mine Strategy however I will just post it in here so you can read it in this guide. Link: https://gamelytic.com/mine-battle-complete-guide-sd-gundam-browser/ In this section, we will go over all the strategies, tactics, and methods for you to improve your mine battle efficiency. By following all of the SD Gundam mine battle tips outlined in this strategy guide, you will have much better odds at defeating your enemies while holding your defenses. Our mine battle strategy includes the following: Mine Level Tier Rush Mine Level Tier Cap Mine Battle Power Inspire Plugin Rotation Strategy Gundam Inherit Technique Improve Mine Squads via Corps Lab Upgrade Main Team Rotation



Mine Level Tier Rush This tactic works great during the beginning of the server. Your goal is to rush level your character so that you are ahead of the pack. This way you can get into higher tier mines where less players are competing for. This mine battle tactic works great for heavy and light VIP spenders, but not recommended for free players. For example, if you can reach level 41-60 tiers before the rest of the server does, you will have all the high output mines at practically no competition. This means that you can take over those nodes with far less upgraded mine squads. You lose this advantage as the majority of the server moves into your tier, so your goal is to continuously level fast in SD Gundam to be ahead of the pack. However, one thing to look out for is to upgrade all of your mining teams. You do not want to level too much that you fail to take over the NPC defenses at higher level mines.
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Mine Level Tier Cap Opposite compared to the level rush strategy, this strategy asks you to “lag” behind the cap and specialize in your tier. You basically cap your character leveling and hold on to the mines of your tier indefinitely. Obtain all the free gold generated through high output mines, then move forward to the next tier when the top players move past you. For example, you can cap your level at 40 while the majority of the players are in level 41-60 tier. Your goal is to take over and control all the high output mines. You can stay in this tier for about 1 month or so, until the majority of the VIP and stronger players move into 61-80 tier. This is when you break into the next tier to hold on to level 41 tiers. This tactic works great for Free players and low spending player at the expense of much slower game progression; however you can earn decent deal of Gold over the long term and stress less about gold mine competition. If you cap your level, you can have much “relatively” stronger Gundam squads to hold onto high output mines, if you have done training all the time.



Mine Battle Power Inspire You can boost the power of your Mine battle squads through inspire. Depending on the group tier of your level, different level requires different amount of Wisdom. However, it costs 10 Gold to do an inspire. Higher level of mine inspire will have higher chance of failure. In general, it will costs roughly 15~20 times the Wisdom cost to cap your mine inspire. For example, it can cost up to 480*20 = 9600 wisdom to cap the mine inspire. The mine inspire is capped at 50% for up to 8 hours (480 minutes). The inspire effect boost the attack and defense of all of your mining squads. Level 21-40: 480 Wisdom Level 41-60: 720 Wisdom Level 61-80: 960 Wisdom Level 81-100: 1200 Wisdom Level 101-120: 1440 Wisdom
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Inspire Tactic In general; if you are only targeting low output mines, you do not need to inspire your squads at all. Mine inspire for low output is a waste of your precious Wisdom points. However, as you compete for the high output mines in all the unit tiers, it is generally recommended that you get maximum inspire possible. This is true especially when you start competing for the S ranked mine battles. If your units are still too weak to take over mines even with inspire, you should not waste your Wisdom points to take over low output mines but rather try to improve your units further. Your goal is to take over and hold onto the high output mines after mine inspire. Inspire Timing The timing of mine inspiration is important too. You want to tackle the mines as soon as you finish inspire, and leave your units for the full 8 hours. This is because that you do not want to lose your defenses simply because your timer runs out.



Plugin Rotation Strategy Plug-in rotation involves rotating your strongest Gundam plugins among your mine squads so that you can take over mines that you usually cannot. While this strategy is great, they are not so good at actually defending for the mines, since only your strongest squad can hold onto the plugins at any given point in time. This tactic is decent to be executed during mid day where players have already used a couple of their mine attack attempts. Since players usually do not attack the mines that have just lost since they know that they cannot beat it (that‟s why they lost the node). This tactic is bad around server resets because you can lose the mines quite fast. However, this tactic is great at destroying other player‟s mine resources when you cannot defend the mines properly. Gundam Inherit Technique The inherit technique can quickly boost the power of your mine squad at the expense of higher units. What you do is that during mid-game, when you have already started using A or higher units for your main team. You are most likely to concentrate your gundam training efforts on your main team. However, you can inherit the reinforcements of your main team onto your mining team. During this time you can consider to spend some gold and transfer those reinforcements to boost the power of your lowered ranked mining teams.
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Improve Mine Squads via Corps Lab Upgrade You could improve the battle power of each of your mining crew from Corps Lab. However, you generally want to spend your feats on upgrading your main team first, especially if you are having trouble to beat the instances. But at mid game and end game levels where mine competitions are fierce, your best bet is to upgrade the mines that you want to specialize in to have better odds at occupying the mines. Main Team Rotation You can switch your Main team formation into your mining team squads when you have used up your Vitality. The only downfall is that you can quickly lose your Arena ranking.



Taken from: https://gamelytic.com/mine-battle-complete-guide-sd-gundam-browser/
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A - 7. Corps System As you level up to level 20, you should be able make your own corps or join another corps. To make your own corps, it will take 1,000,000 Silver. This will benefits you since there are many advantages if you join corps. Things can do in Corp:a) Corps Headquarters - Place to see other members name and our information in corps as well place to enter corps tournament



b) Corps Workshop:- You can levy Silver from here but need some feats to levy it. Need certain contribution and feats to corps before you can start levy.
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c) Corps School - Have awakening for increase your pilots attribute, rebuild the pilot stats according the way you want and inherit pilot stats to other pilot which cost 1000G
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d) Corps Lab - Using feats to increase in the lab too increase strength of your Gundam formation.



e) Corps Evolution Chamber - Different from normal evolution chamber. This evolution chamber needs 3 gold icons Gundam which is using gold in capsules to evolve it to other Gundam. The higher the grade of the Gundam, the higher the percentage you will get better Gundam.



f) Corps Space Station - This basically is a Boss War Menu.
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A - 8. Evolution Chamber Evolution Chamber is not the same as Corps Evolution Chamber which this place train your Gundam, absorb Gundam to another Gundam, Synth the plug-in and jades and evolve certain Gundam into a new and stronger Gundam.



For training, there are 3 types of training that was Silver, Gold and Platinum which take 2 hours, 6 hours, and 12 hours respectively. For Gold and Platinum training, it can be unlock by being VIP 1 for gold and VIP 3 for Platinum.



Note: The experience you gain will be double in Training if there EXP event on weekend or certain time The training slots can be unlocked for silver at the following levels Slot 1 & 2 = Auto-unlocked Slot 3 = Level 25 Slot 4 = Level 35 Slot 5 = Level 55 Slot 6 = Level 85
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A - 8.1. Evolution In Evolution, you can evolve your Gundam into the better ranks. For example, Magnetic Duel I Rank B can be evolving to Magnetic II Rank A. But you also need the 3 Material Models to be evolved with the Original model. Remember that Original model will revert back to level 1 but not his reinforced level which will be the same before the Gundam evolved and the Material model will disappear after the evolution.
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A - 8.2 Absorb In Absorb, you can absorb your Gundam to make it become level up quickly and become stronger. You can use any Rank and any level to make it to absorb into another Gundam. There 10 Gundam that can be put into the slot for absorb.
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A - 8.3. Plug – in Synthesis Plug-in Synthesis is place where you can combine your plugin into better level plugin. To make it to better plugin, you need 4 same plugin and same level to synthesis into higher level. For example 4 level 3 plug to synth it to 1 level 4 Attack Plugin
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A - 8.4. Plug-in Transform Plug-in Transform is to transform or change your current plugins into another type of plugins. It required level 7 and higher level of plugins. For example: It requires 1 type of level 7 Plugin to be transformed into any 3 level 6 Plugins.
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A - 8.5. Star Jade Synthesis Star Jade Synthesis is same like plugin synthesis but it using star jade that you obtained from the Exploration Box that you get by doing return. Like as the plugin, it use 4 Jades to make 1 level higher Jades from synthesizing it.
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A - 9. Officer School You can recruit pilot in this menu which need to wait for 2 hours for it or you can just finish it quicker by using 40 Gold. As you increase level, more slots will be unlocked and time taken to recruit pilots will be decrease based on the level upgrade of your building. To get SS Pilot, I can said this to you is to keep praying so that luck on your side by keep refreshing or recruit until you get SS pilots. It‟s not possible to recruit SS in early level because it was based on RNG too.



To unlock the officer slots, you need to be on certain level to upgrade the Officer School There are 6 slots to be unlocked. As you upgrade the Officer School, the time taken for you to recruit the pilot will decrease. You can unlock all of it using gold but the time taken will not decrease unless you upgrade the building level.
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A-10.Shop Menu In Shop menu, you can buy some plug-in from lv 1-lv 4 all types of plug-ins or VIP Gift Pack using gold. You can refer the VIP Gift in the How to Obtained Gundam section or just highlight the VIP Box to see their content. If you are VIP 6 and above. You will get discounts in purchasing item in Shop. Remember this you can only another VIP Gift when you at high level VIP.



For VIP GIFTPACK in the shop:
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ALL VIP GIFTPACK PICTURES
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A - 11.Exploration & Intercept/Return A - 11.1. Exploration







Exploration is a place where you can fight other players from another server. There are 2 thing you can do in Exploration menu that were Return and Exploration.



To enter Exploration, you need to be at least reach level 60.For the Gundam; you need Gundam level 80++ to challenges other players from another server. You can take Gundam from the main formation or any Gundam with level 80 and above into the Explore Formation to use.
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Here you will meet other players according to your current level. Besides, it has its own ladder level. It consist 15 fights that you need to beat later.







You beat them one by one to gain chest. If you at higher Ladder level, more chest you can get from the opponent you beat. I suggest that you stay at low level to get low level opponents which is easier to get 15/15 to finish the exploration.







Take note that all damage you receive and SP Bar from first opponent and upwards will be bring into the next battle. If you die, you cannot use the same Gundam and need to replace with another spare Gundam you have. If you get beaten, you can reset the exploration and start over again. Please remember that you only have 1 reset per day.
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A - 11.2. Return & Intercept 



Second thing you can do in Exploration were Intercept and Return. You can say this is a daily event that you must attend if you want to get stronger. After you have done your battles and collected all the chests from Exploration, you can do return which need 6 chest to do return. If you manage to return successfully and finished the time you may get 6 exploration chests in your warehouse. But please beware that you will be attack/intercept by other players in return which they will steal your chest and point which determine your Ladder level.







The return will occur 2 times a day which at 1.00-3.00 server time and 7.00-9.00 server time(in winter time)/ 12.00-14.00 server time and 6.00-8.00 server time(Summer Time)
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You can also upgrade your ship by clicking Refresh on the previous window which cost 20 Gold to increase your strength. You have 5 Intercept chances which can be added more using Gold and 6 Return chances (6 chest need per return) for both period. After you managed to do return, you can open the chest in your warehouse like Weekend Gift Pack. Things you can get from the chests are level 1-4 Jade, 40000 Silvers or 30 Gold. To use the Jades, open up your Gundam Menu and click Advance tab. You can consume the Jade to increase stats for Weapon, Armor or Energy. There are 4 slots to be used for Jades. Each level of Jades will affect the success rate of the Advance. The higher your Jade's Level, the higher rates you can get to upgrade the stats.
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A - 12. Arena and Military Ranking A - 12.1 Arena You can participate in Arena after reaching Level 10. The main PVP in this game is the Arena. You gain Honor points in Arena. You select other players to challenge and the winner will also win higher ranking when challenging a higher ranked player. You get Honor points and silver after every challenge. If you stay at high ranking for a day, you will receive bonus according to your standing in arena after daily reset. For example, 1st place will get 5000 Honor and Silver according to Military rank. Example: 1st rank: 5000 Honor 2nd rank: 4000 Honor 3rd rank: 3000 Honor Honor points that you get from winning a match is 200 Honor, and for losing the match you will gain 100 Honor
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A - 12.2 Military Rank The military rank is important for you to battle other player. You can get Honor Points through Arena Battle and Friendly challenge. You can get Honor Points to upgrade Military Ranks, and as you increase the Military Ranks means deals more damage to enemies while reducing the damage our side receives. Furthermore, you can buy some Military Gundam from Morgenroete if you achieve certain rank. Take not that when you reach Major, the honor will be reducing everyday on daily reset as your Military rank become higher. Military Rank Newbie Private First Class Corporal Sergeant Staff Sergeant Warrant Officer Second Lieutenant First Lieutenant Captain Senior Captain Major Lieutenant Colonel Colonel Senior Colonel Brigadier Major General Lieutenant General General Senior General Commander Marshal Grand Marshal



Damage Deal and Reduction 0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 10.4% 10.8% 11.2% 11.6% 12% 17% 22% 27% 32% 37% 42% 47% 52% 57% 62% 67% 72%
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Ultimate Sword Strike



Giant Cannon Strike



Ultimate Sword Strike



Ultimate Cannon Strike



Chaos Freedom



Chaos Justice
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A - 13. Capsules Machine Capsule Machine is the place for you to get Gundam. You can get by 2 ways. Use Friendly points or Gold. For Friendly Point (FP), you can get it from challenging friends and doing levy from friends. Sometime you can get it from Zodiac box which gives you 100 FP. Second is using Gold. 1. Using FP By using FP, you will get C, B, and rank A Gundam only. To use 1 turn on capsules. It will cost you 50 FP. 2. Using Gold By using Gold, you will get B, A, S and rank SS Gundam. For now, we have 50% discount on capsule turn which makes us only use 50G to make 1 turn on capsules. When any 1 of the SS Gundam is produced, the machine will automatically reset and refill all Gundam. The capsules also will automatically reset itself on Sunday at Midnight Server time. Take note that the FP point will not decrease the Gundam in capsules where using gold will decrease the Gundam. You can check the Gundam in Check All button to see what available Gundam left.
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Percentage to get Gundam in Capsules Machine: Total Gundam in Capsules=6646 Total B Grade Gundam = 3600 Total A Grade Gundam = 2900 Total S Grade Gundam = 141 Total SS Grade Gundam = 5 5/6646 SS 141/6646 S 2900/6646 A 3600/6646 B



= 0.075 % = 2.123% = 43.635% = 54.168%



But when a Gundam was drawn from the machine, the rate will change. (Thanks to Aeridos which answered the post in forum thread) Odds for Gold Capsules http://forums.joyfun.com/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=10367&fromuid=1118388 For you guys to get better Gundam in Capsules, ask some help from other players and try to make a capsules raid with all player from your server. This will make your chance to get an S or SS increase since the Gundam in Capsules machine decrease which will affect the percentage of getting better Gundam. And also try to get Wanted Gundam of the day which will get you a refund after spending all Gold in capsules.
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A – 14. Garage Garage is a place to store your Gundam, to reinforce your Gundam, embed it with plug-ins, inherit Gundam reinforce level, Advance, Gundam Picture Book and increase Gundam Max Level and Max Storage for Gundam. Note that by upgrading the Garage, it increases your max level to level up the Gundam. For example, your garage is level 20, so the max level up of your Gundam will be level 40. It caps is 20 level for your Gundam to level up if your building level was level 20. A – 14.1. Gundam Garage Place to see your Gundam, sell, show off, unlock and lock the Gundam, donate to corps and upgrade your Gundam SP and to change its pilot by clicking on the pilot icon. To upgrade your SP, you need specific material that can be found in instance.
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A – 14.2. Reinforce You can reinforce your gundam to make it stats rising. You can reinforce your Attack, Defense, Speed and your HP. But remember that the higher the level of reinforce, more cost/silver will you use to reinforce your Gundam
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A – 14.3. Embed It was a place to attach your plug-in into your Gundam to make it become stronger. There are 10 levels of plug-ins and 8 types of plug-ins. 8 types of plug-ins are Attack Plug-in, HP Plug-in, Melee Defense Plug-in, Range Defense Plug-in, Speed Plug-in, Dodge Plug-in, Critical Plug-in, and SP Plug-in.
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A – 14.4. Inherit Inherit function is to transfer your current reinforce level in a Gundam to another Gundam which can make the reinforce level higher of the transferred than the current level of your Gundam. It will cost you 40G Regular Inherit and 4000G for Perfect Inherit. Select one gundam from which you already max reinforce. Then select the second gundam that will acquire the reinforce level from the max Gundam. You can see how much your Gundam will be reinforced then click confirm to inherit. If you have a lot of silvers you can do it several time. Usually player will use Inherit for mining to strengthen their miners rather than use it in Main formation. I don‟t encourage doing this too many times since it using a lot of silver just too reinforced back the Gundam.
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A – 14.5. Advance Advance is one way to make your Gundam stronger. You need Star Jades that can be acquired from Exploration Box. (Using joe S10 Advance and Star Jade post in forum) Where to Find Star Jade:  



Chest(s) From Return Voyage in Exploration. Chest(s) From Event(s).



Note: not all exploration chests will drop Star Jade. Sometime it will drop Gold and Silver too. What Star Jade Do:     



Star Jade Are Used To Increase The Success Rates When Trying To Advance. You Can Use Up To Four (4) Star Jade At One Time. Each Star Jade Will Give To The Total Success Rate % Up To 100% You Can Advance With A Lower Then 100% Success Rate. Star Jade Can Be “Synthesis” Just Like Plug-In Can In The Evolution Chamber.



What Can Be Advanced And Where Is Advancement Done: o Advance can be found Garage, under the “Advance” Tab o Just Pick The Gundam That You Would Like To Advance.



Three (3) Things Can Be Advanced: (One (1) At a Time)  Weapon- Increased Damage (% Based On Advance Level)  Armor- Decrease Damage (% Based On Advance Level)  Energy- Added HP (% Based On Advance Level) Advance Level:-



-



Level 0 (+0%) Level 1 (+2%) Level 2 (+4%) Level 3 (+6%) Level 4 (+10%)
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Example for each advance: - Advance Level (Silver)(Total level 1 Jades) - Star Jade Level use: No. of Jades [Jade Success Rate (Best % Combo)] E.g.: Advance 1:Lv0-Lv1 (2000 Silver) (Total Lv1 - 3) Using level 1 Jade: 1(33.3%) 2(66.7%) 3(100%) Need 3 Level 1 Jade to get 100 % Using level 2 Jade: 1(100%) Need 1 level 2 Jade to get 100 %



Lv1-Lv2 (4000 Silver) (Total Lv1 - 6) Using level 1 Jade: 1(16.7%) 2(33.3%) 3(50%) 4(66.7%) Using level 2 Jade: 1(66.7%) 2(100%) Using level 3 Jade: 1(100%)



Lv2-Lv3 (8000 Silver) (Total Lv1 - 12) Using level 1 Jade: 1(8.3%) 2(16.7%) 3(25%) 4(33.3%) Using level 2 Jade: 1(33.3%) 2(66.7%) 3(100%) Using level 3 Jade: 1(100%)



Lv3-Lv4 (16000 Silver) (Total Lv1 - 24) Using level 1 Jade: 1(4.2%) 2(8.3%) 3(12.5%) 4(16.7%) Using level 2 Jade: 1(16.7%) 2(33.3%) 3(50%) 4(66.7%) Using level 3 Jade: 1(66.7%) 2(100%) Using level 4 Jade: 1(100%)
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Lv4-Lv5 (32000 Silver) (Total Lv1 - 48) Using level 1 Jade: 1(2.1%) 2(4.2%) 3(6.3%) 4(8.3%) Using level 2 Jade: 1(8.3%) 2(16.7%) 3(25%) 4(33.3%) Using level 3 Jade: 1(33.3%) 2(66.7%) 3(100%) Using level 4 Jade: 1(100%)



Lv5-Lv6 (64000 Silver) (Total Lv1 - 96) Using level 1 Jade: 1(1%) Using level 2 Jade: 1(4.2%) 2(8.3%) 3(12.5%) 4(16.7%) Using level 3 Jade: 1(16.7%) 2(33.3%) 3(50%) 4(66.7%) Using level 4 Jade: 1(66.7%) Using level 5 Jade: 1(100%)



Lv6-Lv7 (128000 Silver) (Total Lv1 - 384) Using level 1 Jade: 1(0.3%) Using level 2 Jade: 1(1%) Using level 3 Jade: 1(4.2%) 2(8.3%) 3(12.5%) 4(16.7%) Using level 4 Jade: 1(16.7%) 2(33%) 3(50%) 4(66.7%) Using level 5 Jade: 1(66.7%) 2(100%)
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Lv7-Lv8 (256000 Silver) (Total Lv1 - 768) Using level 1 Jade: 1(0.1%) Using level 2 Jade: 1(0.5%) Using level 3 Jade: 1(2.1%) 2(4.2%) 3(6.3%) 4(8.3%) Using level 4 Jade: 1(8.3%) 2(16.7%) 3(25%) 4(33.3%) Using level 5 Jade: 1(33.3%) 2(66.7%) 3(100%)



Lv8-Lv9 (512000 Silver) (Total Lv1 - 1024) Using level 5 Jade: 1(16.7%) 2(33%) 3(50%) 4(66%)



Credit to joe from S10 for post about the Advance and Star Jade in forum. Info: Star Jade, Advancement And Success Rates http://forums.joyfun.com/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=10444&fromuid=1118388
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A – 14.6. Picture Book The Picture Book in the game show the following: - The Picture of the entire available mobile suit, including their stats of each Gundam. - Information about the suits' special ability/skill. -To obtain the info of the Gundam, you need to fight them first in instance, mines, friendly match, and arena to have it available in your Picture Book. But you will not obtain the picture of the Gundam by playing exploration or return/intercept. If you want to see the full Picture Book, with is specific pilot and the materials for the Gundam, visit this websites which have info about the picture book made by Aeridos from Server 28. http://www.aeridos.nl/
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A - 15. Corps Tournament Corps tournament is the battle between 32 corps in each server. The winner of the tournament before this will receive SS Gundam to appointed person, feats, and silver but nowadays the winner will receive token to exchange to get SS Gundam and SS pilots.  You can find tournament by clicking on your corps HQ and click Enter to join the tournament.  It will take 30 minutes and it will end if the time is over or one or another ship get destroys.  After each season of the tourney ended, don‟t forget to click receive button to receive the reward.



Inside Corp Tournament
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You will fight enemy’s mother ship to make other corps to lose    



   



How the tournament works? After you launch from Ship, once every 15 seconds you can move from one station to another station. Just click the station in front you and you can move to another station. Your corps owns a station; you gain 1 point per second. If your corps owns a station next to the opponent's warship you gain 2 point per second. If you move on a station with an enemy then you duel it. The winner takes the station, the loser start again from the battleship after 30 seconds. But if there is another opponent in the station you have to fight again to own the station. Note that the SP and health will be carry on to the next battle. You will gain feat by defeating the enemies. If you move on the battleship of the enemy and you die, you will receive 10 feats and need wait for 30 seconds to revive. Your position on the battle map will always show on the left side. After half an hour, the side with the highest score wins many feats and silver. You can also win by destroy the enemy ship first.
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B - 1.Tips at the Beginning of the Game. A. For starter who just playing this game, you can use this to help you play on the beginning of the game. 1) First, concentrate on trying to have suits which use the same ability or SP Technique, less farming needed if C team and B team and some A team use same abilities. Again C rank Regular GINN SP is 'Accurate Hit‟. B rank Air Battle Strike, Interfering Tempest, Valiant Duel I, Officer GINN, Blue Astray, also use it, as well as A rank Ragou if you have luck and A rank Magnetic Duel lll (Evolve suit) 2) But picking C and B suits and A rank Sword Strike you basically cover 1 A suit 1-3 B suits and 1-3 C suits with just 2 SP, thus saving time and vitality. E.g. C rank sieging and BuCue SP is 'Light Velocity Punishment' 3) Try to get an A rank Sword Strike II or ZnO which decent A rank tank that good at the beginning of the game. 4) Getting A rank Valiant duel lll from evolution, even if you have a A team already developed, just so you can work on 'Phase Skill' as soon as possible so as to prepare for boss team when you get first SP plugin set. 5) After you get 1 SP set and put it on Phase Gundam, try get an A rank Valiant duel ll, which its SP is 'Death Shooting Ray' deal 300% damages which the 5th and 6th heaviest hitters use (S Cannon and LGA) which will be the easiest to obtain out of all of the heavy hitters without topping up, or getting lucky in caps machine or Corp Evolution Chamber. SP abilities don't really make much of a difference for your main team until your around the lv 60 mark, which by then you should have a S rank (or a few). 6) SP abilities that complement each other, or more importantly don't negate each other, are the best way to go: Example: A Rank Exia's SP which increases attack power of all the team by 30% is great, combined with someone with SP that deals 300% ability, BUT when combine it with Ultimate Forbidden SP which gives itself + 50% attack power. The one which activates first will stay and the second won't activate the +%. So if Ultimate Forbidden goes first it gets +50% attack, BUT if Exia goes first, Ultimate Forbidden gets +30%. They don't stack to create +80% and the +50% doesn't override the +30%. So if Exia goes first UF is technically losing +20% boosts for 2 turns. (Thanks to Kagali from S10 for the Tips) 7) Try to level up as soon as possible and have A, B, C mining team so you can start mining after you get level 20 to get gold, silver and wisdom quickly. You can inherit your Gundam to miner‟s team at the beginning of the game so it can defend the mines from other players. 8) Max your pilots stat one by one (if you have enough wisdom) so you can use it immediately in your other Gundam if you don‟t have it pilots yet.
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B – 2. Frequently Asked Question



1. How to make your Gundam stronger/level up faster and raise the BP? For this question even you are free player, you can do this to raise and strengthen your Gundam:-



1) *Put some high level plugin to your Gundam. The Dodge and Critical Hit Plug give more BP than others. 2) *Raise your pilot stats. Try to maintain your Office Admin Centre so you can reset the stats at low wisdom. 3) *Reinforce your Gundam if you have enough Silver. 4) *Make dummies while training your main Gundam. For example, train 1 Gundam in 1 slot then train 5 other unused Gundam on other 5 empty slots for absorb to main Gundam which you want to level up fast. 5) *Do some inherit from the high level Gundam on the low level Gundam. 6) *Put the talents on your pilot slots such as Shoot, Beheading, and Berserk into your Gundam to increase the damage to your attack. 7) *Use specific pilot on the Gundam to get the bonus stats. 8) *Increase your military rank in the arena so you can boost the damage you can deal and decrease the damage you receive from enemy. 9) *Use the Corps Labs to increase your Gundam power for your main formation and your miners too.



******************************************************************************** 2. How to more damage on the bosses because I only do hundreds to the boss while other doing kind of hundred thousand till more than one millions damage? There 2 tactics that I might suggest that is using no SP set and 1 or more SP sets.



*For the one that have 1 SP sets, to make more damage on boss, what you need is a 1 Gundam that have a phase ability which increase the SP in fight. But make sure this Gundam attack first to increase the SP of other Gundam. Then put 2 good attacker Gundam which have good SP attack. I recommend using 2 Cannon Strike III for it if you are not a 'whales' which use lot of money to spend ... XP.
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If you have 2 or 3 SP sets, you can use 1 Gundam that gives a good buff like Exia or Char Zaku and 2 other Attacker Gundam. And put Interference talent into 2 pilots so you avoid boss to do SP attack and you get another chance to attack on the 2nd round later on.



*For the one that does not have SP sets, I encourage you to put 3 Attacker or your 3 Strongest suits with all talents on the pilots for good attacker. Put your high level Attack and Critical Hit Plugin to your Gundam for max damage. Try to increase your Gundam Critical rates too so you can do max damage to the boss.



Talents that usually uses on boss:-



 Sniper and Beheading: Depending upon the type of attack for your gundam, this will increase your attack by a percentage. You can't go wrong by increasing your overall attack.



 Penetration: This allows you to bypass some of the resistance of the boss helping you do more damage (max -40%). Note that it does not stack with critical hits or tech attack damage.



 Toughness: This increases your overall damage of non-tech attacks (up to +40%).



 Berserk: This increases your critical hit damage, great if you have a high critical hit percentage as the damage increase would be significant (+100%).
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Skill/Talent/Action that NOT WORK on the boss: Stun SP attack like Chaos Freedom SP. Dodge - You cannot dodge boss attack.



Note: SP attack that decrease the attack power buff working on the boss.



Thanks and credit to Zeelos and tonyheejun which I read in forum for the info of boss war strategy



You can visit this link to check more about max damage on boss.



Boss Battle Guide (how to do the most damage):-



http://forums.joyfun.com/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=8682&fromuid=1118388



Boss War Tactic:-



http://forums.joyfun.com/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=5939&fromuid=1118388



https://gamelytic.com/world-boss-guide-how-to-deal-max-damage-sd-gundam-browser/
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3. How to do max damage for enemy ship in tournament? For this one, you can use the boss team to do it but make sure it have full SP for it to work. Try to avoid meet any enemy which sometime may decrease your SP value. What you can do is make sure there stronger player in front you so you can attack ship with max damage. But remember this, the Interference Talent's will not work on the Ship and the fight will end in 1 turns only. if you this tactic, maybe you can end the tournament in 5 - 6 minutes. XP



4. When is the good or perfect time to top up? In my opinion, on first week of opening server and become VIP 6 is better which will make double the gold, and you receive more benefits later on by being VIP 6. And also maybe you will be leading in Honor Event which gives you great prize for getting first in Honor Event.



5. What pilot do I have to use in my Gundam if I don‟t have specific pilot for it? If you do not have the specific pilot, you can replace it with other pilot which suitable for it. For instance, if your Gundam was a melee type, put pilot that have better Fight stats. Example: A Exia, if you don‟t have Setsuna, you can use S Setsuna or SS Pilot (if you have one) or other pilot that have good Fight stats like Civilian Kira or Iritable Shani.



6. Why I can‟t level up my Gundam? It says here max level, cannot be trained anymore. To increase your Gundam, what you need to do is upgrade your Garage. Remember the garage caps 20 level of your Gundam. So if your Garage is level 25, your max level Gundam you can achieve is level 45.
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C-1.References:https://gamelytic.com/game-guide-index/



Strategy guide for NEW PLAYERS - tips + tricks to reach 50 http://forums.joyfun.com/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=6013&fromuid=1118388



Strategy/Guide Exploration Explained Aka Exploration for Dummies 1 http://forums.joyfun.com/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=7694&fromuid=1118388



Strategy guide for NEW PLAYERS - tips + tricks to reach 50 http://forums.joyfun.com/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=6013&fromuid=1118388



Boss War Tactic http://forums.joyfun.com/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=5939&fromuid=1118388 https://gamelytic.com/world-boss-guide-how-to-deal-max-damage-sd-gundam-browser/



https://gamelytic.com/sd-gundam-browser-rush-leveling-guide/



https://gamelytic.com/mine-battle-complete-guide-sd-gundam-browser/



Info: Star Jade, Advancement And Success Rates http://forums.joyfun.com/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=10444&fromuid=1118388
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MORE INFO AND GUIDE WILL BE ADDED SOON. THANK YOU FOR READING THIS GUIDE AND HOPE IT WILL BE USEFUL TO YOU



FROM S31 TREMBLING WORLD KIRIHA.
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